Challenge
To meet the challenging resource and quality goals in a modern healthcare environment, outdated documentation and transcription methods need to be replaced. How can you move towards a fully digital clinical documentation landscape while still respecting your healthcare professionals' current working habits and ensuring a smooth transition within your IT infrastructure?

Solution
Dragon Medical 360 I Workflow Edition is a flexible, robust, scalable, market-proven, voice-enabled clinical document creation and data capturing solution for the healthcare enterprise offering a wealth of working methods and adapting to your needs. Dragon Medical 360 I Workflow Edition consolidates 15 years of development experience and user feedback in ONE future-proof enterprise-grade solution.

Key benefits
- Efficient document creation & patient data capturing
- Immediate report & patient data availability
- Minimisation of transcription and clinical documentation related costs
- Enhanced quality of data for higher quality of care
- Improved patient and peer communication
- Better Electronic Patient Record acceptance and usage

Key features
- Scalable, enterprise-grade, voice-enabled workflow solution
- Freedom to choose and combine speech recognition front-end, backend and digital dictation & transcription
- Supporting all input methods from handheld microphones to smart phones
- Citrix, WTS/RDS, Linux Thin Client support
- Private cloud capabilities
- Proven clinical data safety concept
- Available as turn-key solution or as SDK for integration

15 years of user feedback, support experience and integration partner relationship in one solution.

Tailor-made for the clinical documentation challenge.
Streamline clinical documentation, reduce turnaround time & enhance data quality.

Adaptable to your infrastructure and your way of working, Dragon Medical 360 I Workflow Edition allows you to rapidly improve workflows, reduce costs, and facilitate digitalisation of clinical documentation.

It helps doctors by speeding up report creation, spending less time typing or waiting for the transcribed documents, reducing enquiries from other departments, finding information more easily and giving them a better data-set for their patients and consequently more time for patient care.

It satisfies CIOs as it is fast and easy to integrate into existing IT infrastructure, it is highly customisable and compatible with various types of infrastructure including Citrix networks and Linux operating systems. Maintenance efforts are particularly low, and installations can easily be extended.

Speech recognition leads to significant savings in transcription costs, making the implementation of speech recognition an IT project with a quick return on investment. The benefit of faster document turnover means earlier billing, which is of considerable interest to the hospital. By improving hospital finances, Dragon Medical 360 I Workflow Edition meets hospital administration requirements.

Dragon Medical 360 | Workflow Edition – a future-proof, enterprise grade solution:

- Distributed client-server architecture
- Scalable from department to hospital wide and distributed locations
- Available as turn-key solution or as SDK for integration.
- Citrix, WTS/RDS, and Linux Thin Client support
- Transaction safety due to database usage
- Easy deployment supporting 3rd party deployment tools
- Central configuration & license management
- Private cloud capable
- Compatible with and extendable via Nuance 360 solutions and SDKs
- Profile sharing with other Nuance 360 solutions and SDKs

The Nuance Dragon Medical Solutions Family

360 | Workflow Edition: Voice-enabled clinical documentation workflow for a heterogeneous landscape

360 | Direct: ClickOnce cloud-based desktop solution for front-end speech recognition

Practice Edition: End-user feature rich desktop command and control and front-end speech recognition program

360 | Mobile Recorder: Dictation app for Android and iOS, seamlessly working with Dragon Medical 360 I Workflow Edition

360 | Mobile Keyboard+: Speech recognition app for Android, seamlessly working with Dragon Medical 360 I Direct

360° productivity, quality and EHR uptake by voice enabled patient data capturing & processing.

For more information on the Nuance Healthcare solutions and services: speechrecognition.healthcare@nuance.com, www.nuancehealthcare.eu
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